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A large-scale model test on the interaction between a micropile group and a landslide was conducted, to investigate the eﬀect of
micropiles on the landsides prevention. The bearing mechanism, force condition, and failure mode of a micropile group for
reinforcing landslide were analyzed in detail. The results showed that the thrust force over micropiles induced by landslide showed
a trapezoidal distribution, with a higher Earth pressure near the sliding surface. The resistance from the sliding body behind the
pile behaved in a parabolically trend. Meanwhile, the resistance force from the sliding bed was distributed unevenly along the
height direction, with a higher resistance force near the sliding surface behind the pile. When a landslide occurred, micropiles were
subjected to an increase in loading and displacement, eventually to the failure state. The load-bearing sections of the micropiles
were all subjected to negative bending moments, with larger bending moments within the half length of pile range near the sliding
surface. The maximum negative bending moment occurred at the height of seven times the diameter of the pile above the sliding
surface. The damage mode along each row of micropiles was almost the same, showing a damage area within the range of three
times the diameter of the pile above and below the sliding surface. The failure of micropile induced by landslides was mainly due to
a combination eﬀect of bending and shearing near the sliding surface.

1. Introduction
Micropiles refer to bored piles with the diameter is less than
300 mm, formed by pressure grouting after pores are drilled
with strong reinforcement. Due to their convenient and
rapid construction, ﬂexible pile placement, and small disturbances to landslides, micropiles are increasingly used in
landslide prevention projects [1–10]. Although micropiles
have been used to prevent the landsides, the bearing
mechanism of micropiles is not fully understood.
Experimental studies have been conducted on the
horizontal load-bearing performance of micropiles. For
example, through ﬁeld tests, Zeng et al. [11] preliminarily
studied the relationship between the lateral load acting on a
single micropile and the required pile length. Richards et al.
[12] investigated the lateral load-bearing performance of
micropiles. Konagai et al. [13] carried out a detailed analysis
on the performance of micropile groups with rigid caps

under lateral loading through model tests. However, the
micropiles were taken as the pile foundation in the previous
studies. The application of micropiles in landslide treatment
remains rare and needs to be further studied. Several studies
focused on the anti-sliding eﬀect of micropiles via model
test. For example, Liang [14] preformed a model test and
studied the ultimate ﬂexural bearing capacity test of mini
pile featuring steel tube and centered steel bar. Chen [15]
presented an investigation into anti-sliding characteristics of
high-pressure grouting steel-tube micropiles by model experiments. Zhang [16] carried out model tests to analyze the
anti-sliding performance of multiple segmented grouting
steel pile group from the aspects of soil pressure and bending
of steel pipe. Grouting eﬀect, pile group eﬀect, and failure
mode were also discussed. Hu [17] studied the stress deformation characteristics of micropile and the transmission
law of a landslide through groups of experiments of diﬀerent
piles spacing under three rows of a micropile reinforcement
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debris landslide. Although these researches provided valuable results on this area, the results were basically based on
small-scale models. It is necessary to carry out large-scale
model tests to study the force and deformation mechanism
of micropiles under the action of landslide.
In this study, a large-scale model test regarding the
interaction between landslide and micropile groups was
conducted. The thrust force on a micropile induced by a
landslide was monitored, along with the stress distribution
and displacement of micropile. Accordingly, the bearing
mechanism, force condition, and failure mode of a micropile
group to reinforce a landslide were discussed in detail.

2. Testing Model
2.1. Model Test Design. A model of landslide was generated
as a sliding bed and a sliding body above, which consisted of
loess as shown in Figure 1. The sliding body was used to
trigger the landslide by applying graded loads on the top of
the slope. The micropiles were distributed along the slope
foot, divided into 5 rows, a total of 23 piles. The top of
micropiles was connected with a steel beam. By installing the
pressure gauges in front of and behind the micropile, the
variations of force on micropiles were monitored. The strain
of the pile was tested using the strain gauge attached to the
main reinforcement of the micropile. This value was also
used to calculate the bending moment of the pile. The deformations of the micropile and the sliding body were
recorded by the displacement meter installed at the top of
the pile and the toe of landslide. The schematic diagram of
the test model is shown in Figure 1.
2.2. Similarity Ratio. According to the test conditions,
geometric similarity ratio CL � 3 and elastic modulus similarity ratio CE � 1 were adopted in this study. Based on the
principle of similarity theory [10], the similarity ratio of
physical quantities was determined as follows: Cq � 3, CP � 9,
Cσ � 1, Cε � 1, CAc � 9, CAs � 9, where Cq denotes the similarity ratio of linear load on the pile body; CP denotes the
similarity ratio of concentrated force on the pile body; Cσ
denotes the similarity ratio of stress of the pile body; Cε
denotes the similarity ratio of strain of the pile body; CAc
denotes the similarity ratio of cross-sectional area of the pile
body; and CAs denotes the similarity ratio of cross-sectional
area of reinforcement.
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2.3.2. Sliding Surface. Figure 3 depicts the photo of sliding
surface. After ﬁlling the sliding bed soil, the sliding surface
was made according to the shape of the designed sliding
surface and double-layer plastic ﬁlms were put on the sliding
surface to simulate the sliding zone. On the basis of the nopile test, we determined the load and the landslide thrust
when the sliding body was in the ultimate equilibrium state
using the reverse calculation: c � 3.5 kPa, and φ � 16°.
2.3.3. Model Pile and Connecting Beam. Figures 4 and 5
show the precast reinforcement concrete and connecting
beam of micropiles, respectively. To facilitate the burial of
test instruments, the model piles used in this test were
reinforced concrete prefabricated piles, and the micropiles
were poured with ﬁne aggregate concrete. The concrete
strength grade was C25, and the cement strength grade was
42.5 R. The length of the pile was 4 m, the diameter of the pile
was 60 mm, and the reinforcement method was 4 φ 6.5. The
top of the piles was linked with the angle steel to simulate the
connecting beam.
2.4. Layout of Micropiles. Figure 6 illustrates the layout of
micropiles and pressure gauges. Five rows of micropiles were
laid out with 0.5 m row spacing and 0.8 m row middle pile
spacing.
2.5. Measurements
2.5.1. Pressure Measurements for the Micropiles. The pressure gauges were embedded along the piles in front of and
behind piles to monitor the distribution and variation of
landslide thrust of the micropiles, resistance from the sliding
body behind the piles, and resistance from the sliding bed.
Figure 7 depicts the position and number of pressure gauges.
2.5.2. Strain Measurements of the Micropiles. To test the
bending moment of the micropile, strain gauges were pasted
in pairs before and after the longitudinal bar of the tested
piles. The spacing of the strain gauges is 10 cm. After
measuring the strains of diﬀerent parts of the micropile, the
bending moments can be obtained by
M�

2.3. Materials
2.3.1. Sliding Bed and Sliding Body. Figure 2 shows the soil
ﬁlling process. The slope was ﬁlled by layers of loess taken
from the southern suburbs of Xiʼan City. The weight of the
compacted soil was 18.3 kN/m3, and the moisture content
was 15%. After layered ﬁlling, the sliding bed and sliding
body were compressed to a target density. After the ﬁlling of
slopes, the slope surface was made according to the designed
shape, and the excess soil was removed. In order to reduce
the boundary eﬀect, three through grooves were designed in
the sliding body and ﬁlled with sand.

EI ε+ + ε− 
.
h

(1)

In the formula, M is the bending moment, N·m; EI is the
ﬂexural rigidity of the micropile, N·m2; ε+, ε− are, respectively, the tensile and compressive strains of each measuring
point; and h is the distance of the tensile and compressive
strain gauges at the same section, m.
2.5.3. Displacement Measurements. The displacement
gauges were placed on the top of the piles as well as at the toe
of the landslide model, aiming to measure the displacement
of the pile group and slope deformation.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the test model. (a) Schematic diagram of the test model; (b) sectional view of the model (unit: cm).
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Figure 2: The manufacturing process of the sliding body. (a) Layered ﬁlling of soil; (b) removing excess soil; (c) excavating the landslide toe;
(d) the completed test model.

2.6. Loading Condition. After model test was assembled and
monitoring sensor was implemented, layers of sandbags used as
the multi-stage loading were placed on the top of the landslide
model. The photo of multi-stage loading is shown in Figure 8.

Each loading increment was 8 kPa. At each loading step, the
recording of sensors was monitored [18, 19]. After reaching the
stable value, the next step of load would be applied. A total of
48 kPa loads were applied in this test, as shown in Figure 8.

4
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of sliding surface. (a) The sliding surface; (b) double-layer plastic ﬁlms were put on the sliding surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: The precast reinforcement concrete micropiles: (a) Reinforcement; (b) micropiles.

Figure 5: The connecting beam on the top of micropiles.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Failure Modes of Micropiles. After the test, sectional
excavation was conducted to observe the failure characteristic of micropile as shown in Figure 9. From the excavation section, it can be observed that the landslide
completely slipped along the presupposed sliding surface

and no new fracture surface occurred. The damage zone of
the micropiles in each row was almost the same. The damage
zone of the pile was 12 cm under the sliding surface to 15 cm
over the sliding surface. Within the range of the damage, the
pile body was bent with several slanted cracks. Outside the
range of the damage, the pile body was almost integrated.
The load-bearing segment leaned slightly toward the front
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Figure 6: Layout of micropiles and pressure gauges (unit: cm).
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Figure 7: Distribution of the pressure gauges in vertical direction along the pile (unit: cm).

edge of the slide. Because of the deformation of the soil, there
was a certain range of void area between the pile body
around the sliding surface and surrounding soil. The void
area around the sliding surface was located on the surface
between the slide bed soil of the pile body and the slide bed
soil behind the pile. By analyzing the damage conditions of
the micropile, it was evident that the failure mode was
composed of the bent and shear around the sliding surface.

3.2. Force Condition of Micropiles. Figure 10 shows the force
distribution of the soil at each measurement point near the
micropile.
Figure 11 shows the force distribution of the soil at each
measurement point of the micropile. The pile section above
the slipping surface was regarded as the anti-sliding segment
of the pile. The pile section under the slipping surface was
regarded as the anchoring section of the pile.
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Figure 8: Multi-stage loading on the top of the landslide model.
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(d)

Figure 9: The damage of micropiles. (a) Overall damage of micropile groups; (b) breakage of the pile in ﬁrst row near the slipping surface;
(c) breakage of the pile in middle row near the slipping surface; (d) breakage of the pile in last row near the slipping surface.
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Figure 10: Earth pressure of micropiles. (a) Curves of earth pressure at measuring points before the pile in ﬁrst row; (b) curves of earth
pressure at measuring points behind the pile in ﬁrst row; (c) curves of earth pressure at measuring points before the pile in middle row;
(d) curves of earth pressure at measuring points behind the pile in middle row; (e) curves of earth pressure at measuring points before the
pile in last row; (f ) curves of earth pressure at measuring points behind the pile in last row.

3.2.1. Distribution of the Landslide-Thrust Force of the Pile in
the First Row. Distribution of the landslide-thrust force of
the pile in the ﬁrst row is shown in Figures 11(a) and 12(a),
including measuring points 1-1-1, 1-1-2, 1-1-3, and 1-1-4.
After the ﬁlling stage, the landslide-thrust force was basically
distributed in a polygonal line, which could be calculated
according to trapezoid distribution in design phase. After
the toe of the slope was excavated, the Earth pressure at 0.2 m
over the sliding surface (1-1-4) enlarged and the Earth
pressure of the other three points decreased, implying that
the micropile was displaced at this time. The distribution
mode of landslide thrust began to change and the point of
resultant force moved close to the sliding surface. After

loading, at 0.2 m over the sliding surface (1-1-4), the Earth
pressure enlarged continuously. While the Earth pressure at
0.7 m over the sliding surface (1-1-3) increased slightly,
meanwhile the Earth pressure at 1.3 m over the sliding
surface (1-1-2) decreased slowly. Finally, the landslide thrust
was distributed approximately in a triangle shape and the
Earth pressure near the sliding surface was relatively large.
3.2.2. Resistance from the Sliding Body behind the Pile in the
First Row. Resistance from the sliding body behind the pile
in the ﬁrst row is shown in Figures 11(b) and 12(a), including measuring points 1-2-1, 1-2-2, 1-2-3, and 1-2-4.
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Figure 11: Distribution of the earth pressure on the micropiles. (a) Distribution of the earth pressure on the pile in ﬁrst row; (b) distribution
of the earth pressure on the pile in middle row; (c) distribution of the earth pressure on the pile in last row.

After excavating the toe of the slope, the Earth pressure of all
four measurement points decreased. After loading, the Earth
pressure at 0.2 m, 0.7 m, and 1.3 m over the sliding surface
(1-2-4, 1-2-3, 1-2-2) kept decreasing, while loading to 40 kPa,
the Earth pressure at the three points gradually grew larger.
The Earth pressure at 1.6 m over the sliding surface (1-2-1)
gradually enlarged in the loading process, and there were
obvious ﬂuctuations. Because this measurement point was
close to the Earth surface, the ﬂuctuation may have been
related to the changing temperature. The anterior sliding
mass resistance was basically distributed as a parabola.
3.2.3. Resistance from the Sliding Bed in front of the Pile in the
First Row. Resistance from the sliding bed in front of the
pile in the ﬁrst row is shown in Figures 11(a) and 12(a),

including measuring points 1-1-5, 1-1-6, 1-1-7, and 1-1-8.
Compared with the landslide-thrust force, the Earth pressure of each measurement point in front of the pile in the
anchoring section was relatively small, and this pressure
remained unchanged during the loading process. Sliding bed
resistance in front of the pile was distributed in a polygonal
line, which could be calculated according to rectangular
distribution in design phase.
3.2.4. Resistance from the Sliding Bed behind the Pile in the
First Row. Resistance from the sliding bed behind the pile in
the ﬁrst row is shown in Figures 11(b) and 12(a), including
measuring points 1-2-5, 1-2-6, 1-2-7, and 1-2-8. Before
completion of model ﬁlling and excavation of the slope foot,
Earth pressures at each measurement point under the sliding
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Figure 12: Displacement variation at the monitoring points. (a) Displacement curve at the toe of landslide; (b) displacement curve at the top
of pile.

surface were basically equal, and resistance of the sliding bed
behind the pile was distributed in a rectangular shape. Earth
pressure at 0.2 m below the sliding surface (1-2-5) increased
after the slope foot was excavated, and the Earth pressure at
the remaining three measurement points under the sliding
surface basically remained unchanged, indicating that the
pile body in a certain range under the sliding surface
deﬂected and squeezed the posterior soil body of the sliding
bed. After the loading was applied, the Earth pressure at
0.2 m below the sliding surface continued to increase until
the loading reached 40 kPa and then it began to be stable
basically. The Earth pressure at other three measurement
points was small relatively. The resistance from the sliding
bed behind the pile was concentrated mainly near the sliding
surface.
As shown in Figures 11 and 12, the piles in the middle
row and last row behaved in a similar way to that of the pile
in the ﬁrst row. This distribution can be summarized as
follows:
(1) The landslide thrust of the micropiles was in an
approximate trapezoid distribution, and the Earth
pressure near the sliding surface was larger.
(2) The landslide thrust of the ﬁrst row of piles along the
sliding direction was large, and the landslide thrusts
of the remaining rows reduced successively.
(3) The distribution of the resistance from sliding body
behind the pile was basically parabolically distributed. The Earth pressure near the sliding surface and
the pile top was small and the Earth pressure in the
middle part of the landslide was large.
(4) The resistance from the anterior sliding bed of the
micropiles was small and changed little during the
loading process. It was in a polygonal line

distribution and could be calculated as rectangular
distribution in design.
(5) In the early stage, the resistance from the posterior
sliding bed was in a polygonal line or rectangular
distribution. After loading, the Earth pressure near
the sliding surface varied greatly, whereas the Earth
pressure at the other measurement points varied
slightly and resistance from anterior sliding bed was
distributed mainly near the sliding surface.
(6) The force variations of micropiles demonstrated
good timeliness. Force was applied to the three rows
of micropiles at the same time, and displacement and
damage occurred simultaneously.
3.3. Variation of Displacement at Measurement Points.
Figure 12 shows the displacement evolution during loading.
The displacement at the top of pile and the shear outlet of
landslide increased slowly in the early stage of loading. After
the loading reached 32 kPa, the displacement of each
measurement point increased rapidly. Hence, the pile entered a critical state when loading reached 32 kPa. Up to
40 kPa, the displacement at the top of micropiles was about
15 mm, corresponding to the failure stage.
Comparing Earth pressure variation and displacement
evaluation, the results were consistent, showing the pile was
damaged after 40 kPa loading.
3.4. Bending Moment of Pile Body. Based on strain gauge
data, the bending moment distribution of each row of piles
was obtained as shown in Figure 13.
Although the bending moments of each row of piles were
slightly diﬀerent, the variation mode along the pile was the
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Figure 13: Bending moment of micropiles. (a) Bending moment of the pile in ﬁrst row; (b) bending moment of the pile in middle row;
(c) bending moment of the pile in last row.

same. The load-bearing sections of the pile body were all
subjected to negative bending moments (positive tension
on the sliding side and negative tension on the back side)
and were distributed mainly within the pile length range of
half of the load-bearing section on the sliding surface. The
maximum negative bending moment was at 0.4 m above
the sliding surface (about seven times the diameter of the
pile). The pile body of the embedded section located in the
range of 0.6 m below the sliding surface was subjected to a
positive bending moment. The maximum positive bending
moment occurred at 0.3 m below the sliding surface (ﬁve
times the diameter of the pile). The pile body from 0.6 m
below the sliding surface to the bottom of the pile was
subjected to a negative bending moment, with a small
magnitude. After loading, the bending moments of the
load-bearing section and the embedded section increased

simultaneously, indicating that the load-bearing section
and the embedded section of the micropiles deformed
simultaneously.

4. Conclusion
A large-scale model test was performed to simulate the
interaction between the micropile group and landslide. The
loading-induced deformation characteristics of the micropile group under the action of a landslide were investigated.
The results provide a reference for the design of a micropile
group preventing the landslide. The main conclusions can be
drawn as follows:
(1) When the landslide occurred, the micropiles at
diﬀerent rows were subjected to loads
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simultaneously. Consequently, the displacement and
the damage occurred simultaneously. The force
distribution of micropiles of each row was basically
the same.
(2) The landslide thrust of micropiles was generally in a
triangle distribution, with a larger Earth pressure
near the sliding surface. The resistance from the
sliding body behind the pile was parabolically distributed. The larger resistance was observed from the
sliding bed behind the pile to the area near the sliding
surface.
(3) The load-bearing sections were all subjected to
negative bending moments. The maximum negative
bending moment occurred at a place seven times the
diameter of the pile above the sliding surface. The
pile body of the embedded section in the range of
0.6 m (10 times the diameter of the pile) below the
sliding surface was subjected to a positive bending
moment, with a maximum value at ﬁve times the
diameter of the pile below the sliding surface.
(4) The damage condition of each row of micropiles was
basically the same. The damage area was within the
range of three times the diameter of pile above and
below the sliding surface each. The failure mode was
a combination of eﬀect of bending and shearing near
the sliding surface.
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